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Abstract 

Tectonically active fault networks are often inter-connected, but in the case of injection-induced 

seismicity, prior knowledge of fault architecture tends to be severely limited. In most cases, 

reactivated faults due to fluid injection are inferred, after-the-fact, by the spatial distribution of 

induced-seismicity hypocenters; such reliance on post-injection seismicity impedes any pre-

operational risk analysis, as well as development of a more holistic understanding of fault-system 

models. By combining high-resolution, depth-migrated 3-D seismic data with a new focal-depth 

estimation method that reduces spatial uncertainty of hypocenters, this study pinpoints 

microearthquake fault activation within a buried thrust belt in the Montney Formation in western 

Canada (British Columbia). During hydraulic-fracturing operations, rupture nucleation occurred on 

seismically imaged thrust ramps that cut through the Debolt Formation, a massive carbonate 

layer that underlies the stimulated zone.  High-resolution seismic images reveal transverse 

structures, interpreted as basement-controlled fold hinges or tear faults that transferred 

displacement between thrust faults during Late Cretaceous - Paleogene compressional 

shortening. The spatio-temporal pattern of induced seismicity suggests that these transverse 

structures provide permeable pathways for aseismic pore-pressure diffusion, thus connecting 

distinct thrust faults and enabling earthquake triggering on a timescale of days and at distances of 

up to 2 km from the injection wells. Inferred relationships highlight how the fault system is 

connected, including apparent stress concentrations at the intersections of transverse structures 

and orogen-parallel thrust ramps. 
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Highlights 

 High-resolution 3-D seismic data provides detailed imaging of a buried thrust system.  

 Induced seismic events are accurately located using a novel method.  

 Induced seismicity occurred above Precambrian basement.  

 Imaged thrust ramps are connected by transverse structures.  

 Transverse structures enable inter-fault pore-pressure communication (> 2 km).  

 

1. Introduction 

In nature, fault zones interact with each other at local and regional scales (Spotila and Anderson, 

2004, Pondard et al., 2007) . As part of this interaction, earthquake fault systems exhibit dynamic 

behavior that leads to network-topology dependent nonlinear processes, characterized by power-

law connectivity distributions and clustering in space and time (Rundle et al., 2001,
 
Abe and 

Suzuki, 2006). Although most fault-system studies are focused on inter-plate fault systems, 

stress-interactions – including remotely triggered fluid diffusion – have been documented within 

intra-plate fault systems (e.g., Attanayake et al., 2019), demonstrating the potential applicability of 

these models to ancient fault systems in continental interiors. Moreover, in sedimentary basins, 

long-term fault interaction has been demonstrated to contribute to the creation of stratigraphic 

seals for conventional hydrocarbon reservoirs (Gray et al., 1999).  

 

A surge of induced seismicity in continental-interior regions has occurred in parts of North 

America due to industrial activities linked to saltwater disposal and unconventional oil and gas 

extraction (Ellsworth, 2013, Eaton, 2018, Atkinson et al., 2020, Kettlety et al., 2019). In contrast to 

areas where saltwater disposal is the main triggering mechanism (e.g., Langenbruch and Zoback, 

2017) hydraulic fracturing (injection of high-pressure fluids into tight rocks (Speight, 2016) is 

considered to be the main industrial driver of induced seismicity in western Canada (Bao and 

Eaton, 2016, Atkinson et al., 2016). To manage induced-seismicity risks arising from hydraulic 
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fracturing and saltwater disposal, pre-operational risk management is desirable; however, there 

are a number of impediments, including: 1) a typical lack of publicly accessible high-resolution, 

depth-migrated 3-D seismic data that can provide detailed images of existing fault architecture, 2) 

a tendency within the industry to use seismic data for exploration rather than risk-management 

purposes, 3) a tendency for induced earthquakes to occur on previously unmapped faults (Alt and 

Zoback, 2017, Hennings et al., 2019). The latter tendency may be related, at least in some cases, 

to a lack of access to high-resolution seismic data or the subtle seismic expression of 

seismogenic structures (Eaton et al., 2018; Clarke et al. 2019).   

  

Reliable and accurate seismic event locations can provide important clues regarding fault 

interaction and triggering mechanisms of induced earthquakes. However, event locations are 

subject to various sources of uncertainty (Riazi et al., 2020, Jones et al., 2014). For example, 

most earthquake location methods rely on an explicit model for wave velocities (Trugman and 

Shearer, 2017, Lomax, 2005, Zhang and Thurber, 2003, Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000), which 

may be insufficiently constrained by independent data. In the case of sensor networks deployed 

at the surface, focal depth is the least well resolved location parameter (Riazi et al., 2020); yet, 

accurate depth constraints are essential to quantify risk and to elucidate fault activation 

processes.  

 

The objective of this study is to combine precise event locations of induced seismicity during 

hydraulic fracturing with high-resolution 3-D seismic images, in order to investigate fault-system 

behavior. This case study is located in the foreland of the northern Canadian Rocky Mountains, 

where relevant structural features include thrust faults with a flat-ramp geometry and fault-

propagation folds, as well as transverse structures that connect distinct thrust sheets (Lebel et al., 

1996). The complex architecture of the buried fault system is imaged by depth-migrated 3-D 

multicomponent seismic data, and subtle structural features are enhanced using seismic-attribute 

analysis. Robust and precise event hypocenters, with maximum magnitude of MW 1.78, are 
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obtained by combining a kinematic method for locating event epicenters with a recently 

developed method for focal-depth determination (Poulin et al., 2019) that leverages independent 

velocity information implicit in horizon correlations using P-P and P-S 3-D seismic images.  The 

results demonstrate that during stimulation by fluid injection, fault-zone interaction can occur 

through transverse structures that provide pathways for fault activation at distances of up to 2 km 

from the injection wells. 

 

2. Study area 

This study is located near Fort St. John, British Columbia, Canada (Fig. 1), in an area where the 

Triassic Montney Formation is undergoing extensive development as a major unconventional 

resource play (Rivard et al., 2014,
 
Gibson and Barclay, 1989).  Within the area of interest (AOI) 

for this study, the Montney Formation consists of fine-grained, low-permeability siltstones with 

porosity < 8% and a vertical thickness > 200 m. The Montney Formation overlies massive 

carbonates of the Debolt Formation, which in turn overlies a thick shale sequence, the Banff 

Formation. The northern part of the Montney play, west and north of the AOI, is known to be 

prone to induced seismicity during HF (Schultz et al., 2020) (Fig. 1).  

 

The Rocky Mountains, located west of the AOI, provide a classic example of a foreland thrust-

and-fold belt. This contractional orogen is characterized by thin-skinned tectonics, with no 

significant involvement of Precambrian crystalline basement (Lebel et al., 1996). In the late 

stages of this orogen, tectonic shortening within the AOI, located in the foreland of the thrust belt, 

occurred through fault-propagation folds underlain by foreland- and hinterland-dipping blind thrust 

(Yeats and Lillie, 1991).  In general, these faults flatten out and sole into the Banff Formation, 

which forms a basal décollement zone throughout the region (Chapman and DeCelles, 2015). At 

a deeper level, the underlying Precambrian basement is transected by a number of older faults 

and shear zones (Ross et al., 1994) that mainly strike in a SW-NE direction (Fig. 1).  
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Induced seismicity that is investigated in this study occurred over a period of two weeks during 

hydraulic-fracturing operations in two horizontal wells. The events fall within the microearthquake 

range (Eaton, 2018), with a maximum moment magnitude (MW) of 1.78, calculated based on 

seismic moment determined from the low-frequency plateau of the displacement spectrum (Stork 

et al., 2014). Using Aki’s maximum-likelihood method (Aki, 1965), the recorded seismicity is 

characterized by Gutenberg-Richter b-value (slope of the semilogarithmic magnitude-frequency 

distribution) of ~ 1.16 (Fig. 1), where the minimum magnitude of completeness was obtained 

using the peak of the non-cumulative magnitude distribution (Wiemer and Wyss, 2000). This 

parameter provides information about the relative distribution of earthquake magnitudes and may 

be an indicator of scaling behavior of fracture systems and changes in stress (Igonin et al., 2018,
 

Maxwell et al., 2009). The orientation of maximum horizontal stress is about N55 (i.e., 

approximately perpendicular to two horizontal wells).  

 

3. Methods 

The passive seismic waveform data used in this study were recorded using a dense seismograph 

array with 27 stations (see Supplementary Fig. 1). The seismometers were buried to the depth of 

1 m and comprised of a mix of five broadband seismometers and twenty-two 4.5 Hz three-

component geophones (Riazi et al., 2020).  

3.1. LinEpiLoc method 

LinEpiLoc is a Linear Epicenter Location method which is based on the normal moveout (NMO) 

equation (Rodríguez-Pradilla, 2019)  

     
  

  

  
   ,     (1) 

where   is offset or distance,   is travel-time of P- or S-waves, and   is the RMS velocity (P-wave 

or S-wave) between elevation of receivers and the depth of the induced event. This equation 

reduces to a linear relationship when t
2
 is plotted against   . The resulting straight-line slope is    

and makes the computation very fast and simple to execute (Rodríguez-Pradilla, 2019). An 

advantage of this method is the lack of velocity model requirement in the location detection 
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calculations. The epicenter is determined by maximizing R
2
 (goodness of fit to a straight line) for 

all possible locations using a grid-search approach. The location with the highest R
2
 value is 

selected as the epicenter. Supplementary Fig. 5 shows the t
2
 and x

2
 plot with an induced event 

from the case study. 

 

3.2. Focal-time method 

The velocity-model independent method for determining hypocenters uses two steps: first, the 

epicenter is estimated based on the minimum travel time location at the surface, by interpolating 

arrival-time picks (Rodriguez-Pradilla and Eaton, 2020); next, the event depth is determined using 

a modified form of the focal-time method (Riazi et al., 2020). The focal-time method relies on an 

implicit time-depth relationship that is established by correlating reflections between conventional 

P-wave 3-D seismic data and 3-D P-Sv seismic data. In this case, the 3-D seismic data were 

recorded using 3-component geophones. Since waves radiated by the induced seismic events 

and waves recorded during the 3-D seismic survey pass through the same medium, this horizon-

correlation procedure provides a robust and independent approach to map the zero-offset S-P 

time from the microseismic events into depth. 

The focal-time method requires the phase arrival time, 3-D multicomponent surface seismic data, 

and station parameters (Riazi et al., 2020, Poulin et al., 2019). A distinct advantage of this 

method compared to other well-known location detection methods such as NonLinLoc (Lomax, 

2005), HypoDD method (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000) and GrowClust (Trugman and 

Shearer, 2017) is that  the focal-time method does not require an explicit velocity model for 

hypocenter depth location. The basic concept of the focal-time analyses is that time difference 

between PS time (   ) and PP time (   ) from seismic analyses in Eq. 2 is equivalent to the 

intercept of P- and S-wave phase picks in t
2 
− x

2 
space 

 

                       (2) 
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where    and    are S-wave and P-wave time from induced/microseismic data and   represents 

the offset. The statics corrections are needed to ensure that both passive seismic observations 

and 3-D seismic data share a common datum in areas of moderate to high topography (Riazi et 

al., 2020, Poulin et al., 2019). 

 

3.3. Fault Slip Potential 

We used the fault slip potential method, freely available at the Stanford Center for Induced and 

Triggered Seismicity (Walsh III et al., 2018), as a probabilistic screening tool for faults and 

structural zones near treatment wells in the AOI. The program is based on the quantitative risk 

assessment applied to geomechanics with following input parameters: fault strike and dip, well 

locations, and mechanical stress state parameters (Walsh III et al., 2018). The program first 

calculates the Mohr-Coulomb pore pressure to slip on each fault using deterministic technique 

and then it performs Monte-Carlo analysis based on prior distributions of input parameters to 

determine the probability of fault slipping as a function of pore-pressure change. 

 

3.4. Structural Interpretation 

Seismic structural interpretation is performed based on the 3-D depth-migrated seismic data with 

the aid of seismic attributes in the AOI. The seismic horizons and faults were interpreted in every 

line and crossline of the seismic data, through manual picking. We also checked the 3-D view of 

faults and seismic horizons to manage consistent interpretation of horizons and faults. For the 

faults orientated in different direction of the vertical seismic section, we used seismic attributes, 

which effectively help us detect the fault morphology on different depth slices.  Structural 

features such as faults and folds often change the dip and azimuth of the seismic reflection and 

the use of seismic attributes aids in their efficient interpretation.  
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4. Results 

4.1. Structural seismic interpretation.  

Fig. 2 shows horizontal and vertical slices extracted from the 3-D seismic data. The studied 

seismic survey is a 3-D depth-migrated dataset with high signal-to-noise ratio within the 

bandwidth from 8-120 Hz. Thrust ramps are clearly evident based on structural offsets of layer 

boundaries and partially imaged fault planes. These thrust ramps are separated from each other 

by approximately 2 km; they terminate upwards into anticlines and sole downwards into the Banff 

Formation, a thick shale sequence that forms a regional décollement (Chapman and DeCelles, 

2015). Depth slices in the left panel illustrate variance maps for different three depth locations 

below the injection level (Montney). The variance attribute calculates local variance in the seismic 

signal based on the statistical properties of immediately neighbouring data samples in the 3-D 

cube. This seismic attribute accentuates reflection discontinuities; in this case, the primary 

structural grain, trending N15W, is defined by the intersection of gently dipping reflections with 

the horizontal surface of the depth slice. This structural grain is sub-parallel to the strike of the 

thrust ramps as well as the Rocky Mountain deformation front west of the AOI. Fig. 3 shows an 

example of a thrust fault (F4), located at the west of horizontal wells. The orientation of thrust 

faults presented in this paper (F1 to F4) is-parallel to the strike of the thrust ramps in the region, 

as well as the Rocky Mountain deformation front west of the AOI.  

 

Quasi-linear transverse structures are also apparent in each depth slice, especially in the upper 

stratigraphic levels of the Debolt Formation. These transverse structures exhibit a slight rotation 

in orientation with increasing depth. By analogy with the structural style mapped in the Rockies 

(McMechan, 2012), these features are likely fold hinges and/or tear faults that transfer 

displacement between thrust ramps. Transverse structures are mainly subparallel to the shear 

zones in the region as shown in Fig. 1.  The location and orientation of these transverse 

structures may be inherited from Precambrian basement faults (McMechan, 2012). In a nearby 
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study in the Fort St. John area, Roth et al. (2020) determined the orientation of strike-slip faults, 

perpendicular to thrust faults, by relative relocations and the progressive migration of seismicity. 

The use of 3-D seismic data to image these structures, as in our study, has the potential 

advantage that these structures can be identified in advance of hydraulic-fracturing operations.  

 

4.2. Induced seismicity  

Fig. 2 shows the hypocenter locations of events whose epicenters are located within 200m of the 

plane of the profile. The projection of these hypocenters into this plane shows that the thrust 

ramps of faults F2 and F3 were likely activated during HF operations at the two wells. Importantly, 

the induced seismicity occurred below the depth level of the wells where hydraulic fracturing 

occurred in the Montney Formation. Indeed, virtually all of the induced events occur within 

massive carbonates of the Mississippian Debolt Formation, a thick, mechanically strong layer that 

effectively makes the Debolt Formation more susceptible to hosting larger seismic events. 

 

Fig. 4 shows the location of all of the induced seismic events in relation to the two horizontal 

wells. The symbols are colored according to the time of occurrence and scaled (in size) based on 

event magnitude. Most of the events occurred below the two wells, likely on, or near, fault F3. 

However, the largest event, MW 1.78, occurred nearly 2 km east of the wells on fault F4, three 

days after the start of the HF program. A profile extracted from the 3-D cube showing the seismic 

expression of fault F4 is presented in Fig. 3. A set of smaller events west and north of wells A and 

B occurred along fault F2, delineating the fault plane (in map view). These events occurred near 

the end of the program and migrated progressively along this linear zone in a NNW direction. 

Finally, a set of weak events close to the injection zone extends a short distance away from the 

wells (arrows in Fig. 4), apparently along a transverse structure in the upper Debolt Formation 

that was identified in the 3-D seismic data (Fig. 2). The largest event on fault F4 appears to 

correspond with the point of intersection of the transverse structure with the fault. This event 

produced small aftershocks along this trend. In addition, the activated segment of fault F2 
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appears to be bounded, at its southern limit, by the intersection of this fault with the same 

transverse structure. This event sequence initiated near the apparent intersection of the 

transverse structure with the fault and then migrated away from this intersection point. 

 

5. Discussion  

5.1. Fault activation mechanism 

A number of distinct fault-triggering mechanisms have been proposed to explain induced 

earthquakes associated with HF (Eaton, 2018,
 
Atkinson et al., 2020, Schultz et al., 2020

, 
Kettlety 

et al., 2020). These mechanisms include: reduction in effective normal stress due to pore-

pressure increase resulting from intersection of a fault zone by a hydraulic fracture (Maxwell et 

al., 2009, Bao and Eaton, 2016); pore-pressure increase due to diffusion into a fault from the HF-

stimulated region close to the injection wells (Atkinson et al., 2016); elastostatic stress transfer 

due to the tensile opening of hydraulic fractures (Kettlety et al., 2020); poroelastic stress coupling 

between hydraulic fractures and fault zones (Deng et al., 2016); and fault loading due to aseismic 

fault creep (Eyre et al., 2019a). Important clues to distinguish between these different activation 

mechanisms can be discerned from the spatiotemporal pattern of induced events with respect to 

the HF program.  

 

The most direct activation mechanism is intersection of a pre-existing fault by a hydraulic fracture 

(Bao and Eaton, 2016, Maxwell et al., 2009). In this case, injection of highly pressurized fluids 

increases the pore-fluid pressure within the fault and thus reduce the effective stress, leading to 

frictional failure. However, the distance from the HF wells to the activated faults (F2 and F4), as 

well as the orientation of zones of seismicity, are inconsistent with this mechanism. Hydraulic 

fractures are expected to occur within the treatment zone (Montney Formation) with orientations 

parallel to the maximum horizontal stress (SHmax) direction (i.e. approximately perpendicular to 

wells A and B). Events with this expected geometry are not clearly expressed in our data, most 

likely because the magnitude of these events (generally M < 0 (Eaton, 2018)) is less than the 
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detection threshold of the monitoring network. Nevertheless, the half-length of hydraulic fractures 

is expected to be no more than several hundred meters (Yu et al., 2014), which is considerably 

less than the observed activation distance of up to 2 km. Consequently, it is very unlikely that 

faults F2 and F4 were directly pressurized by intersection with a hydraulic fracture. 

  

An alternative mechanism involves pressure diffusion through a porous medium from the 

stimulated (pressurized) part of the reservoir located near the HF wells (Shapiro and Dinske, 

2009). However, for triggering distance of up to 2 km as observed in this study, matrix diffusion 

through the low-permeability Montney Formation (in practice, virtually any tight formation that 

requires HF in order to produce hydrocarbons) would require a much longer time span than the 

observed timescale of days (e.g., Atkinson et al., 2016). The possibility of a high-permeability 

pathway for diffusion is discussed below. 

 

Poroelastic stress coupling is expected to occur on a sufficiently short timescale and could reach 

as far as 2km (Deng et al., 2016). While this mechanism could thus explain the observed 

activation of fault F4, it cannot explain a number of other observed characteristics in our data, 

including: apparent progressive migration of weak seismicity along fault F2; localization of 

patterns of seismicity near the points of intersection of transverse structures and fault ramps; and 

evidence for linear trends of weak seismicity along transverse structures.   

 

Eyre et al. (2019a) proposed a model for fault triggering during HF by aseismic creep. This model 

invokes rate-strain frictional behavior and is generally applicable to a critically stressed fault that 

cuts through an injection zone that is clay- and organic-rich formation – typical for many shales 

that are targeted by HF. Rocks with this composition are likely to be subject to velocity 

strengthening (Kohli and Zoback, 2013). According to this model, fault pressurization during HF 

leads to aseismic creep in the velocity-strengthening part of the fault, which progressively loads 

other parts of the fault and ultimately could lead to rupture nucleation on an unstable fault patch. 
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This mechanism could explain the observed activation of thrust ramp F3 in the Debolt Formation 

below the HF zone, particularly in view of the lithological similarities between the Debolt 

Formation and thick carbonates in the area studied by Eyre et al. (Eyre et al., 2019b), but since 

the transverse structures do not appear to extend upwards into the Montney Formation, it does 

not entirely explain the activation of  faults F2 and F4.  

 

Finally, we consider a hypothesis that the thrust ramps (F2, F3 and F4) are connected by 

transverse structures that serve as pathways for relatively rapid pore-pressure diffusion 

throughout the fault network. If so, the permeability of these zones would need to be sufficient to 

enable fault activation on a timescale of days and a distance of up to 2 km. Based on a semi-

analytical model to explain the observed spatio-temporal seismicity characteristics, we estimate 

that the required hydraulic diffusivity, a measure of the speed at which a finite pressure pulse will 

propagate through a permeable system, is > 4 m
2
/s (Supplementary Fig. 4), at least two orders-

of-magnitude greater than expected for unfractured matrix of the Montney Formation (Riazi et al., 

2020). Similar scenarios of pore-pressure diffusion along highly permeable pathways (fracture 

zones) in the Duvernay play in Alberta, Canada provide an explanation for fault activation at 

distances of up to 2 km and time lags of 2-4 days (Galloway et al., 2018, Igonin et al., 2020, 

Schultz & Wang, 2020). A comparable model has been developed for the Montney Formation by 

Peña Castro et al. (2020), where the mainshock occurred 2 km below the injection zone, in the 

basement, about 2 days following the onset of injection. Peña Castro et al. (2020) indicate that no 

physical/seismic evidence of such conduit was known prior to the induced event. Using a 

numerical simulation approach and assuming a minimum pressure increase of 0.2 MPa for fault 

activation, they fit their observations using a 2-10m thick permeable zone with permeability of 150 

– 230 mD (1 D ~ 1 m
2
).  

 

Since seismicity observed along the transverse structures is weak, one of the implications of this 

model is that pore-pressure diffusion along these pathways occurs in a nearly aseismic manner. 
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To evaluate whether this is consistent with available information about the state of stress and 

fault geometry, the next section applies a probabilistic screening tool to characterize fault 

activation. 

 

5.2. Fault slip potential (FSP) 

Fault Slip Potential is used as a screening tool (Walsh III et al., 2018) to estimate the probability 

of fault slip and the sensitivity of failure to the input model parameters. In this study, where faults 

are well imaged by 3-D seismic data and measured pore pressure data are available, some 

parameters such as fault strike and dip have atypically low uncertainties, but other parameters 

such as absolute stress magnitude  and coefficient of static friction have higher levels of 

uncertainty.  

 

Fig. 5 shows a 3-D view of the fault system within the Debolt Formation based on seismic data, 

depicting the results of FSP analysis for thrust ramps (F2, F3 and F4) as well as the interpreted 

transverse structure. Each fault is colored based on the nominal pore pressure increase required 

to induce fault slip at a 50% level of likelihood, based on our modelling. Due to their more 

favourable orientation relative to the regional stress field, this analysis shows that the transverse 

structure is farther from failure (i.e., a considerably larger pore pressure increase is needed to 

bring them to failure) than the thrust ramps. This result is consistent with relatively aseismic 

behavior of pore-pressure diffusion along the transverse faults. Recent studies based on direct 

measurements of fluid injected into a fault (Guglielmi et al., 2015) and hydromechanical modeling 

(Cappa et al., 2018) indicate that increases in permeability accompany aseismic slip processes. 

These results support our interpretation that transverse faults could be aseismic, but nevertheless 

provide enhanced-permeability conduits for pore-pressure diffusion. If this is correct and 

transverse structures provide permeable pathways between thrust faults, this provides a 

cautionary message for relying entirely on microseismicity to track seismicity triggering fronts 

(Shapiro et al., 2003).   
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5.3. Fault-system behavior 

As part of the evolution of foreland fault systems that developed during tectonic shortening 

associated with orogenic development of the Canadian Rocky Mountains, transverse faults 

transferred displacement between individual thrust sheets (Mcmechan and Thompson, 1989). 

The location and orientation of these transverse faults were likely influenced by the structural 

fabric of the underlying Precambrian basement and may preserve a connection into the basement 

(McMechan, 2012). When considered holistically as a fault system, our data suggest that these 

features continue to exert a significant influence in terms of activation of induced seismicity.  

Here, they are interpreted to provide permeable pathways that allow pore-pressure (and possibly 

stress) communication between different thrust ramps. In addition, the intersections of these 

transverse structures with thrust ramps in the Debolt Formation appears to play a role in 

localizing the seismicity response (Fig. 4). In intraplate regions such as our AOI, such points of 

intersection have been interpreted to be loci of anomalous stress concentrations within the 

contemporary stress field (Talwani, 1988). Taken together, these observations suggest that, in 

addition to considering mapped faults that are favourably oriented for slip in the present-day 

stress field, pre-operational risk analysis should consider possible the potential for permeable 

pathways that could connect faults with the stimulated region as well as stress concentrations at 

the intersection of different structural elements. 

 

6. Conclusions 

The detailed anatomy of a buried thrust fault system is imaged in this study using high-resolution, 

depth-migrated 3-D seismic data. Induced events that occurred during a 2-week hydraulic-

fracturing program in the Montney Formation were located based on data from a local 

seismograph network, using a novel methodology that does not require an explicit velocity model. 

Hypocenters of most of the induced events occurred on (or near) thrust ramps within the Debolt 

Formation, a massive carbonate unit that represents geomechanical basement below the 
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Montney Formation. Our analysis suggests that transverse structures have retained sufficient 

permeability to allow pore-pressure diffusion to occur aseismically on a distance scale of up to 2 

km and a timescale of 3-14 days. From a fault-system perspective, our results suggest that 

transverse structures continue to interact with thrust ramps, with respect to transfer of stress and 

fluid-pressure.  In addition, the intersections of transverse structures with thrust faults could form 

stress concentrations that localize induced seismicity behavior. These factors provide new 

considerations that are likely to be important in pre-operational seismic risk assessment. 

 

 

Data Availability 

All seismic sections needed to interpret structural features and evaluate the conclusions of the 

paper are illustrated in the paper. Continuous waveform data for this region is available online at 

the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (https://ds.iris.edu/mda/EO/). Earthquake 

catalog of the Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) used in Fig. 1 can be downloaded from 

https://earthquakescanada.nrcan.gc.ca/stndon/NEDB-BNDS/bulletin-en.php. Well log data and 

HF completion data can be freely downloaded from the BC Oil and Gas Commission website 

https://www.bcogc.ca/energy-professionals/online-systems/.  
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Figures  

Fig. 1. The Montney unconventional resource play (green area) showing MW ≥ 2 seismicity from 

2006 to 2020 (orange dots), from Mahani et al. (2019), as well as the location of area of interest 

(AOI). Blue line with tick marks shows the eastern limit of Cordilleran deformation at the surface, 

from Price (1994).  KSMMA outlines the Kiskatinaw Seismic Monitoring and Mitigation Area, 

where a recent M4.5 earthquake occurred (Peña‐Castro et al., 2020). Faults or shear zone in the 

Precambrian basement are indicated by dashed black lines (Burwash et al., 1994). GSL, MDF, 

and HRF denote Great Slave Lake shear zone, McDonald Fault, Hay River fault, respectively. 

Lower right panel shows magnitude-frequency distribution (non-cumulative and cumulative) 

based on induced seismicity recorded using a dense seismograph array in the AOI (purple dots). 

The estimated b-value of 1.16, based on an inferred magnitude of completeness of –0.5 MW, is 

indicative of likely fault activation during hydraulic-fracturing operations.  
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Fig. 2. Images extracted from 3-D seismic data cube. Right panels show uninterpreted (top) and 

interpreted (lower) ~11-km seismic profile (location shown in top-left panel). F1, F2, F3 are thrust 

ramps that terminate upwards into anticlines. Magenta dots show hypocenters of induced seismic 

events projected into the plane of the profile. These events occur mainly within massive 

carbonates of the Debolt Formation and correlate approximately with faults F2 and F3. Left 

panels show depth slices (depths are indicated by the arrows at the edge of the profile) depicting 

variance, a seismic attribute that accentuates reflection discontinuities based on local statistical 

variance calculated using the seismic data. The location of the profile on the right is shown by a 

red line and the two wells are shown as black lines. The N15
o
W primary structural grain is parallel 

to the strike of the reverse faults. Transverse structures appear as quasi-linear features in the 

depth sections (left panels) and strike at a high angle to the primary structural grain. 
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Fig. 3. Seismic imaging of a back-thrust (F4), aided by induced events that occurred about 1.5 

km east of the horizontal wells. F1 and F2 are thrust faults that were interpreted using 

conventional seismic interpretation. Red + symbol shows the location of mainshock (Mw=1.78). 

The inset shows the location of the seismic section in the AOI. 
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Fig. 4. Location of induced events in map-view (left) and cross-section (right) during hydraulic 

fracturing of Wells A and B. Events are colored by time of occurrence and sized according to 

magnitude. Stage locations along wells A and B are shown with  symbols. Locations of thrust 

ramps in the upper Debolt are shown by dashed lines. Arrows indicate interpreted alignment of 

microseismicity with a transverse structure (Fig. 2) that connects faults F2-F3-F4. 
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Fig. 5. Summary of fault-slip potential analysis showing 3-D view of interpreted faults adjacent to 

wells A and B. The variance depth map is also intersected with the fault interpretation with shows 

the three thrust faults and transverse fault. Faults are colored according to the increase in pore 

pressure required to bring the fault to failure based on the Mohr-Coulomb criterion with friction  = 

0.6. b shows the plane-view of faults and c is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the 

pore pressure to slip curve for each fault. 
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Figures  

Fig. 1. The Montney unconventional resource play (green area) showing MW ≥ 2 seismicity from 

2006 to 2020 (orange dots), from Mahani et al. (2019), as well as the location of area of interest 

(AOI). Blue line with tick marks shows the eastern limit of Cordilleran deformation at the surface, 

from Price (1994).  KSMMA outlines the Kiskatinaw Seismic Monitoring and Mitigation Area, 

where a recent M4.5 earthquake occurred (Peña‐Castro et al., 2020). Faults or shear zone in the 

Precambrian basement are indicated by dashed black lines (Burwash et al., 1994). GSL, MDF, 

and HRF denote Great Slave Lake shear zone, McDonald Fault, Hay River fault, respectively. 

Lower right panel shows magnitude-frequency distribution (non-cumulative and cumulative) 

based on induced seismicity recorded using a dense seismograph array in the AOI (purple dots). 

The estimated b-value of 1.16, based on an inferred magnitude of completeness of –0.5 MW, is 

indicative of likely fault activation during hydraulic-fracturing operations.  
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Fig. 2. Images extracted from 3-D seismic data cube. Right panels show uninterpreted (top) and 

interpreted (lower) ~11-km seismic profile (location shown in top-left panel). F1, F2, F3 are thrust 

ramps that terminate upwards into anticlines. Magenta dots show hypocenters of induced seismic 

events projected into the plane of the profile. These events occur mainly within massive 

carbonates of the Debolt Formation and correlate approximately with faults F2 and F3. Left 

panels show depth slices (depths are indicated by the arrows at the edge of the profile) depicting 

variance, a seismic attribute that accentuates reflection discontinuities based on local statistical 

variance calculated using the seismic data. The location of the profile on the right is shown by a 

red line and the two wells are shown as black lines. The N15
o
W primary structural grain is parallel 

to the strike of the reverse faults. Transverse structures appear as quasi-linear features in the 

depth sections (left panels) and strike at a high angle to the primary structural grain. 
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Fig. 3. Seismic imaging of a back-thrust (F4), aided by induced events that occurred about 1.5 

km east of the horizontal wells. F1 and F2 are thrust faults that were interpreted using 

conventional seismic interpretation. Red + symbol shows the location of mainshock (Mw=1.78). 

The inset shows the location of the seismic section in the AOI. 
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Fig. 4. Location of induced events in map-view (left) and cross-section (right) during hydraulic 

fracturing of Wells A and B. Events are colored by time of occurrence and sized according to 

magnitude. Stage locations along wells A and B are shown with  symbols. Locations of thrust 

ramps in the upper Debolt are shown by dashed lines. Arrows indicate interpreted alignment of 

microseismicity with a transverse structure (Fig. 2) that connects faults F2-F3-F4. 
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Fig. 5. Summary of fault-slip potential analysis showing 3-D view of interpreted faults adjacent to 

wells A and B. The variance depth map is also intersected with the fault interpretation with shows 

the three thrust faults and transverse fault. Faults are colored according to the increase in pore 

pressure required to bring the fault to failure based on the Mohr-Coulomb criterion with friction  = 

0.6. b shows the plane-view of faults and c is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the 

pore pressure to slip curve for each fault. 
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Highlights 

 High-resolution 3-D seismic data provides detailed imaging of a buried thrust system.  

 Induced seismic events are accurately located using a novel method.  

 Induced seismicity occurred above Precambrian basement.  

 Imaged thrust ramps are connected by transverse structures.  

 Transverse structures enable inter-fault pore-pressure communication (> 2 km).  
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